
      .  Vocabulary 

 A: Circle the odd one.(2 points ) 
1-a .local                  b. domestic                    c. national                   d. international 
2-a .grow up             b. develop                     c. destroy                    d. increase 
3-a.healthy               b .useful                        c. dangerous               d. safe  
4-a .Spain                b. Africa                         c .Europe                    d. Asia 

....................................................................................................................................  
B: Fill in the blanks with the given words.(one word is extra) (3 points) 
 

( Natural-liquid- destination-observing-camels-hospitable-knowledge) 
 
5-  …………………can live without water for a long time. 
6-The moon is the ………………….satellite of the earth orbiting it in 28 days. 
7-Iranian people are………………..and kind to tourists. 
8-Scientists learn about the world by …………………….and experimenting. 
9-Reading many different books can develop your …………... 
10-Milk is a good………….. that keeps us healthy. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
C: Fill in the blanks with your own words.(1 point) 
11-Iran is a true p…………………for people of the world. 
12- Her b……………. in Allah gave her hope during different times . 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
D: Match two halves to make meaning phrases .  (1 point) 
13-Historical                                                 a. wild life 
14-Translate                                                 b. sites 
15-Protect                                                    c. blood 
16-Pump                                                      d. a poem 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
E: choose the correct answer.(1point)                                                                                              
17- Every one should respect other people’s…………………..       
a- medicine          b-gift           c-culture        d-light 

18- She…………..her job and started translating books instead . 
a- quit         b-developed         c-kept        d-protected 
19- One small …………….of blood has thousands of white and red blood cells. 
a- type        b-ring          c-drop        d-test 
20- The last bear in this area…………..one hundred years ago. 
a- cut down              b- died out             c-lost             d-changed          
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
F: Match the definitions with the words.(one is extra) (2points)     
21- A set of similar things.                                               a- entertainment 
22- To go and get someone or something.                     b- carry 
23- Activities that people enjoy.                                      c- range                                          
24- To find answer to a problem.                                    d-solve 
                                                                      1                e-collect 
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Grammar and writing 
A:Choose the correct answer.(2points)    
25-The children did everything……………without any help .   
  a-yourself              b-yourselves       c-  themselves        d-ourselves      
26-You…………listen to loud music. It hurts your ears. 
a-shouldn’t                  b-may not                        c-cannot                 d-won’t 
27-A farmer’s day begins………….sunrise and finishes …………the evening. 
a-at-at               b-in-in               c-in-at                         d-at-in 
 28-Do you know that football is …………volleyball in Mexico? 
a- the most popular           b-as popular          c-more popular than          d-much popular   
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
B: Put the correct form of the words in parentheses(2points) 
29- Jane can………..,but she doesn’t have a car.(drive) 
30-Are you going to ………………to foreign country ?(travel) 
31-We…………….breakfast when the phone rang.(eat) 
32-The whale is ………………sea animal in the world.(heavy) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
C: Put the words in the correct order.(2points) 
33- golden-park- Mary-watch-in the-lost-yesterday-her. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
34- doing-what-arrived-was-you-when-your teacher - ? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
D; Write the correct form of the words  in parentheses(1point) 
35- My older brother tried ………….(hard) to find a job . 
36-  some …………………(child) are watching those  …………….(wolf) in the  zoo . 
37- Helen never talks to his parents…………….(rude) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
E-Put the words under the right column. (1point) 
38– want-cook-sing-remember 
                Action verbs                  State verbs 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Reading comprehension : 
A:Read the text and fill in the blanks with the following words .(one is extra)(2points) 

(pyramids-Egypt-tourism-world-attract ) 
Some countries …39………a lot of tourists every year. ……40…….is one of oldest 
countries of Africa. It is famous for its wonderful……41…..……. Many people from all parts 
of the ……42…………..visit it 
 B:  Read the following passage then answer the questions .(4points) 
 
Avicenna was the most famous Iranian scientist. He did a lot of research about human body 
and medical plants. He wrote more than 40 books about medicine. He wrote some of his 
books when he was traveling. His most famous book is the Canon of medicine. He was 
really interested in reading and learning during his life. 
 
43-Who was Avicenna ? 
………………………………………………. 
44-What did he do? 
…………………………………………………… 
45- What was his famous book?.......................................................                                     
46- Avicenna was very interested in learning.                       a .true           b .false 
 
47- He wrote all his books in the library .                                  a- true           b-false 

 
Good luck 


